Decrease in the spatial dispersion at the termination of atrial fibrillation by intravenous cibenzoline.
Atrial electrograms were recorded from the high right atrium, coronary sinus, and right lateral wall in 15 patients with induced atrial fibrillation (AF). Intravenous cibenzoline terminated AF in 8 patients (T group), but not in 7 patients (non-T group). The cycle length of the AF (AFCL) obtained by the autocorrelation function was measured every 5 s during the 30 s prior to the cibenzoline administration, and just before the termination of AF or at the end of the cibenzoline infusion in the non-T group. The mean AFCL, and spatial and temporal dispersion of the AFCL were then compared between the 2 groups (dispersion = standard deviation x 100 /mean AFCL). Cibenzoline significantly increased the mean AFCL and decreased the spatial dispersion in both groups. No significant difference in either the mean AFCL or temporal dispersion before or after cibenzoline was observed between the 2 groups. In addition, no significant difference in the spatial dispersion before the cibenzoline was observed, but the spatial dispersion after the cibenzoline was significantly smaller in the T group than in the non-T group. The mean AFCL, and the spatial and temporal dispersion before the cibenzoline did not predict the termination of AF. The decrease in the spatial dispersion may be the most important mechanism by which intravenous cibenzoline terminates AF.